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xABSTRACT
Soverns, Christopher S. M.S.B.M.E., Purdue University, May 2016. Consonant Dis-
crimination in the Inferior Colliculus of Young and Aged Rats. Major Professor:
Edward L. Bartlett.
Complex acoustic stimuli are thoroughly encoded and processed along the primary
auditory pathway to give reliable and relevant information about the environment,
and elucidating the neural coding mechanisms is essential to informing clinical at-
tempts to combat auditory dysfuntion. Receiving a uniquely diverse set of ascending
and descending inputs, the inferior colliculus (IC) is a site of intricate temporal pro-
cessing. In this work, natural and modified human speech is used to investigate
discrimination of voice onset time (VOT) in the spiking output of IC neurons. A
template-matching classification model is proposed in which single stimulus presen-
tation responses are correlated with aggregate spiking trends. Single units are found,
in general, to perform well above chance on a 4-VOT paradigm but are vulnerable to
stochastic mistakes on a trial-by-trial basis. Integration of classifier outputs over a
population of units is shown to reduce variability and increase performance on single
stimulus presentations. An important goal of the proposed model is to free the clas-
sifier from an assumption of absolute time alignment between trials and templates.
Although exact temporal alignment aids classification accuracy, populations of units
are shown to perform even without such knowledge.
As neural computations are further understood, it is important to monitor how
these processes are impaired in a pathological state. Young adult animals are con-
trasted with aged animals to investigate age-related hearing loss. For VOT discrim-
ination in the central nucleus of the IC, decline of performance with age is noted
for stimuli which are spectrally more difficult for the rat auditory system, but this
xi
deficit is missing for stimuli carried on broadband noise which more strongly drives
neural responses. This is consistent with the idea of hidden hearing loss in which
impairments are not apparent in perceptually easy clinical diagnostic tasks.
Additional analyses and extensions of the proposed methods are described. Evi-
dence is found for categorization of the 4 VOT stimuli into two groups which supports
human perceptual studies. Established spike distance and wavelet-information met-
rics are applied to these data and their potential use for similar studies is weighed.
Ultimately, an ideal extension of the classifier to continuous time monitoring by all
units and a downstream integrator is detailed to most realistically model ongoing
perceptual processes.
11. INTRODUCTION
The primary auditory pathway from cochlea to cortex is responsible for encoding
acoustic information for perceiving the world. It is an impressive mechanical and
electric transducer of information with many serial and parallel components process-
ing complex information such as the sound of a predator, a birds call, music, or
human speech. The following brief review of the auditory pathway is summarized
from Purves et al., 2012 [1]. Acoustic energy in the form of pressure waves in air
are directionally filtered through the pinna and ear canal before impinging on the
tympanic membrane. Three of the smallest bones in the body, the malleus, incus,
and stapes, link the large-area, low-impedance tympanic membrane to the small-area,
high-impedance oval window of the cochlea and faithfully transduce the pressure sig-
nal from air into cochlear fluid. The cochlea is the auditory sensory organ and the
first neural component of this pathway. It is a hollow spiral of decreasing diameter
which resonates a continuum of frequencies at unique locations along its coiled length,
essentially performing a real-time Fourrier transform of the pressure signal. At the
point of resonance for a particular frequency, outer hair cells oscillate to amplify
movement of the basilar membrane which also houses the inner hair cells. Inner hair
cells have thin projections called stereocilia which, when moved, open ion channels
and depolarize the voltage across their membranes. This is the key transduction step
from mechanical movement to electrochemical signaling.
Depolarization of the hair cells releases vesicles of neurotransmitters into synapses
with neurons forming the auditory nerve. The auditory nerve projects to the cochlear
nucleus which is the first major site of divergence in the auditory pathway. Divisions
of the cochlear nucleus project to the superior olive and the lateral lemniscus for bin-
aural and monaural processing, respectively. Each of these areas reconverge upon the
inferior colliculus (IC) where the multiple input signals are brought together, mod-
2ified, and passed along to the thalamus, an obligatory multisensory final processing
center before reach cortex.
The work presented here will focus on the mammalian IC as it brings together a
profoundly diverse set of inputs for complex temporal processing. Primary ascending
auditory information reaches the IC via excitatory inputs from dorsal and ventral
cochlear nucleus. Medial and lateral superior olive, processing centers for inter-aural
time and level differences, provide additional excitatory inputs in addition to con-
tralateral IC and local collaterals [2]. In addition, inhibitory inputs from the dorsal
and ventral nucleus of the lateral lemniscus work to modulate firing along with lo-
cal inhibitory interneurons, and excitatory cortical feedback projections. [3–7]. This
convergence of multiple ascending and descending inputs allows the IC to perform
complex extraction of spectrotemporal information [8].
Of clinical relevance to humans is the role which the IC plays in speech discrim-
ination and how this may degrade with hearing loss and age. Age-related hearing
loss, or Presbycusis, affects over half of the population age 70 or older [9]. Older lis-
teners have elevated thresholds and struggle to discriminate speech in complex noisy
environments [10–12]. In aging studies, hearing loss has been associated with de-
mentia, Alzheimer’s disease, and loss of cognitive function [13–15]. In many cases,
widespread treatment such as the use of hearing aids does not adequately restore the
ability to understand and discriminate speech because amplification of sound levels
at the cochlea does not address possible central processing deficits [16]. Additionally
frustrating many sufferers of age-related hearing loss are symptoms that go undiag-
nosed, called hidden hearing loss [17]. Often, peripheral neuropathy or central deficits
will lead to behavioral impairments which are only noticed in perceptually-difficult
situations such as listening to multiple speakers or in noise. If a clinical diagnostic
focuses solely on pure tone thresholds in quiet, impairments in mechanisms which
make sense of complex acoustic environments may go unchecked.
While hearing aids and cochlear implants constitute a spectrum of treatments
for peripheral hearing impairment, it is necessary to understand which pathologies
3manifest down the auditory pathway to generate a discussion on treating more central
disorders. Studies have shown the aged IC to have impaired temporal processing
[18, 19] and reduced selectivity to different stimuli [20] which may be the result of
decreased inhibition along the auditory pathway linked to aging [21, 22]. Recent
studies have investigated speech discrimination at the single- and multi-unit level of
the IC [23,24], but it remains to be seen how encoding of such vocalizations degrades
in an aged model. To truly combat age-related hearing loss, it is necessary to know
how neural representations of complex speech sounds change with age at important
nuclei of the auditory pathway such as the IC.
IC responses have been shown to discriminate vocalizations [23, 24] and particu-
larly minimally-differing consonant-vowel pairs [25–27]. At the level of the IC in rat,
consonant discrimination is highly dependent on spike timing cues despite a tran-
sition to rate coding for vowels [28] and in general, it has been found that specific
temporal information is necessary in addition to rate to encode information in the
IC [29, 30]. To evaluate consonant discrimination in IC neurons, variations in voice
onset timing (VOT) were investigated. The onset of voice spectral components can
be varied with respect to a plosive consonant release to create points along a per-
ceptual continuum [16, 31–33]. Four VOT stimuli ranging from /ba/ to /pa/ were
used in this and previous studies [34,35]. Rats behaviorally demonstrate an ability to
discriminate such acoustic cues from human speech tokens [27,36]. The hypothesis is
that IC units follow a characteristic temporal pattern when responding to the same
stimulus and that these patterns are distinct for different stimuli. A classifier is de-
veloped which identifies and utilizes these response profiles for each stimulus, extends
the classification to the population of units, and proposes how to apply the method
continuously across time to form an identifier-classifier.
Neural populations along the auditory pathways have been shown to take advan-
tage of heterogeneity among multiple units to more efficiently encode vocalizations [37]
and reduce stochastic error [24, 38]. Essential to the population classifier proposed
in this work is the ability of a hypothetical integrator to consider many inputs and
4give a single output according to the highest consensus. This form of information
integration has been shown physiologically to occur in mammalian visual [39] and
avian auditory [40] systems. To date, such a MAX operation has not been investi-
gated subcortically in the mammalian auditory pathway, but it is conceivable that
thalamic receivers of IC inputs could utilize the same computational strategy. Sec-
tion 2 indeed demonstrates the potential usefulness of the MAX operation to achieve
reliable information transfer from stochastically-vulnerable single units.
52. RESEARCH
2.1 Methods
2.1.1 Surgery and Recordings
9 young and 9 aged Male Fisher-344 rats were recorded at 4-6 and 22-24 months
of age, respectively. All procedures were approved by the Purdue University Animal
Care and Use Committee (PACUC 1111000167) and have been described in previ-
ous publications [22, 41, 42]. All procedures were performed in a 9’x9’ double walled
acoustic chamber. In the days before surgery, auditory brainstem responses and fre-
quency following responses were measured to ensure expected thresholds and absence
of abnormal pathologies. Immediately prior to surgery, an anesthetic state was in-
duced via intra-muscular injection of ketamine (VetaKet, 80 or 60 mg/kg for young
or aged, respectively) and medetomidine (Dexdomitor, 0.2 or 0.1 mg/kg for young
or aged, respectively). Reduced supplemental doses were administered as needed to
maintain an areflexive anesthetic state. Oxygen was continuously delivered through
a nose cone. Body temperature was maintained using a water-circulated heating pad
at 37◦C (Gaymar), and pulse and blood oxygenation levels were monitored with a
pulse-oximeter (Kent Scientific). An incision was made along midline, and a stainless
steel headpost was secured with three screws and dental cement (Dentsply) anterior
to bregma. A craniotomy was performed lateral from midline and posterior to lambda
according to known stereotactic coordinates [43].
Tungsten microelectrodes (A-M Systems) encased in glass micropipettes were ad-
vanced through the dura mater toward the IC based on vasculature and physiological
landmarks. The electrode output was connected through a headstage (RA4, TDT)
and amplifier (RA4PA preamplifier, TDT) and recorded (RZ-5, TDT) at the stan-
6dard TDT sampling rate of 24.42 kHz. The signal was filtered between 300 and 5,000
Hz and spike-sorted through custom algorithms in OpenEx and RPvdsEx software
(TDT). Half-octave band-pass noise search stimuli were played continuously as the
electrode was advanced via a hydraulic microdrive (Narishige). Neural responses in-
dicated the location of the IC with strongly-driven responses to the search stimuli.
The central nucleus of the IC was identified by its ascending tonotopy and sharp
tuning to pure tones. For half of the test stimuli (natural VOT, described in Section
2.1.2), unit selection was limited to those with best pure-tone frequency responses less
than 3 kHz, but higher-tuned units were included for the other half (VOT Noise).
Although the spike-sporting algorithm selected what we believe to be primarily sin-
gle units, some responses may be multi-neuron clusters with similar spike waveforms.
Clear multi-unit responses were excluded from the present study. The term ”single
unit” will be used to refer to the recordings which we believe to be one, but possibly
up to several similar and indistinguishable neighboring neurons. Sorted spikes were
quantified by their time relative to trial onset and were exported to MATLAB for
further analyses. At the termination of each recording experiment, the animal was
euthanized with an injection of Beuthenasia (200 mg/kg) and transcardially perfused
with paraformaldehyde to fix the tissue for other studies.
2.1.2 Stimuli
Voice Onset Time (VOT) stimuli were generously provided by Dr. Dennis Molfese
and described in Molfese and Hess 1978 [35]. In summary, a natural recording of a
male human utterance of /ba/ was vocoded to delay onset of voice periodicity relative
to the plosive consonant. Three progressively longer delays and the original recording
make up four stimuli along the /ba/-to-/pa/ spectrum, shown in figure 2.1. These
will be referred to as Ba0, Ba20, Pa40, and Pa60 throughout this study in refer-
ence to the relative duration of the VOT delay and collectively referred to as natural
VOT stimuli in contrast to VOT Noise described below. Individual waveforms were
7300ms in length and usually played at 0.8Hz such that the presentation and recording
paradigm comprised of silence for spontaneous activity from 0-0.2s, stimulus-driven
response from 0.2-0.5s and silent recovery from 0.5-1.25s. Each VOT stimulus was
usually presented 20 times at alternating polarities to decrease the effect of cochlear
microphonics and emphasize the envelope in aggregate analyses. Stimuli were pre-
sented in a pseudorandom order such that the 8 waveforms (4 VOT 2 Polarities)
were randomly ordered and presented once before moving on to the next random
permutation of 8. In all, 80 unique spike trains were recorded from each unit for this
set of stimuli. Sound levels were presented at 20-30dB above each unit’s pure-tone or
white noise threshold to account for age and unit differences.
Fig. 2.1. Natural VOT Waveforms. Each of the 4 VOT stimuli
are plotted as normalized acoustic amplitude on the same time axis.
Waveforms are identical except for the onset of the laryngeal spectral
components.
In order to compensate for the difference in frequency sensitivity ranges between
humans and rats, we applied an additional transformation to the four stimuli. The
envelope of each speech stimulus was separated from the fine structure by a low
8pass filter at 3000 Hz and full-wave rectification. The envelope was then imposed
on broadband noise of 0.1 to 40 kHz utilizing the Hilbert transform method [44].
Throughout this study, the original 4 stimuli will be referred to as natural while the
envelope-imposed-on-noise set will be referred to as VOT Noise. A comparison of the
stimulus onset between natural and VOT Noise is shown in figure 2.2. Either or both
sets of VOT stimuli were played for each recorded unit.
Fig. 2.2. Noise Carrier. The first 50 ms of the natural waveform for
Ba0 is shown in the top trace, and the equivalent onset after imposing
the envelope onto broadband noise is shown in the bottom trace.
2.1.3 Spike Time Randomized Control
Response data were in the form of spike times relative to trial onset. The hypoth-
esis and analysis methods throughout Section 2 rely on temporal alignment of spikes,
so a randomized control data set was synthesized from the real data set. The goal
was to randomize spike timing while preserving all other qualities of the data such
as spike count per trial, trials per stimulus and unit, and units per condition. The
entire database was mirrored, and for every trial, the number of spikes were counted
between stimulus onset and offset. Then this same number of time points were drawn
9at random with equal probability between onset and offset, and these random times
were used as the spike train in the mirrored database to test the method on a ran-
domized control. An example of this randomization can be seen between figures 2.4
and 2.6.
2.1.4 Single Unit Stimulus Classification
Performance of an individual unit on a VOT discrimination task was based on
its ability to correctly match an unknown spike train to an internal representation
of each of the 4 VOT stimuli. A cross correlation between smoothed histograms of
single trials and representation templates served as the measure of matching. Iterating
through the 20 repetitions of each 4-VOT stimulus set, a leave-one-out method was
employed to avoid over-fitting the template with the test data while still maximizing
the number of spike trains contributing to the template. The test repetition was set
aside while the remaining 19 trains of each VOT were combined into a cumulative
peri-stimulus time histogram (PSTH) of 1ms bin widths to form the template. The
PSTHs were smoothed by convolution with a Gaussian function of sigma width 1ms.
The 1ms width will be justified compared to others in Section 2.2.1. Each of the 4
trains in the test repetition, one for each VOT, were similarly binned and smoothed
to form their own single-trial PSTHs.
For each test PSTH, a cross-correlation coefficient was then calculated with each
of the four VOT template PSTHs. These coefficients were normalized on a magnitude
scale from -1 to 1, which represent perfectly anti-correlated and perfectly correlated,
respectively. The template with the highest cross-correlation value was chosen as the
classifier’s guess at the test spike train’s VOT. A guess was made for each of the 4 test
spike trains with results recorded in an actual-vs-predicted confusion matrix (CM).
The CMs were summed together across the 20 repetitions to characterize the unit’s
response trends. When moving on to test the next repetition’s trains, the previous
template information was discarded and recalculated with the new repetition set
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aside as test data and the old repetition added back into the training set. Because
the template sets differed from each other by only 1 out of 19 contributing spike
trains, the templates remain relatively consistent samples of the unit’s true internal
representation while avoiding any overlap of testing and training data.
The cross correlation coefficient described above was taken when the test and
template PSTHs were aligned with each other in time. However, we cannot take for
granted that a unit would have access to global time points such as trial start and
trial end to align temporally-bounded sets of spike trains with its internal templates
(although some hypothetically accessible global time points will be discussed in Sec-
tion 2.3). To test the accuracy of this classifier with arbitrary alignment in time, the
correlation coefficients were calculated at all relative time delays of the two PSTHs.
The VOT template with the highest correlation coefficient across all time determined
the output guess of the classifier. In this context, the original classifier is equivalent
to comparing values only at 0 lag and will be referred to as fixed-latency. In con-
trast, this arbitrary-time form of the classifier compares each VOTs maximum value
regardless of lag and will be referred to as sliding-fit.
2.1.5 Population Integration
The hypothetical confluence of information upon a downstream target was sim-
ulated by a poll of all the units in a given population. To fairly replicate a single
perceptual event, every unit was allowed only one vote per VOT. A unit’s vote fol-
lowed its previously-determined CM; i.e. for each actual VOT, a single predicted
VOT was selected randomly according to the probabilities of the corresponding CM
row. This resulted in a binary random sample of the CMs of every unit which were
summed across the population into one poll result. Due to the units’ variable predic-
tions, the population result would vary, so the poll was repeated 100 times to obtain
an average CM. The final value in each box of the integrator CM (see figure 2.9) was
11




Fig. 2.3. Effect of Convolved Gaussian Width on Performance. For
each age, carrier, and classifier fit, population performance in terms of
units correct is shown as a function of Gaussian width. Shaded regions
indicate the standard deviation over 100 repeated tests. Generally,
peak performance is found using a width of 1-2ms.
Convolving the PSTHs for smoothness introduced a variable to be optimized;
the width of the Gaussian function used to convolve. If the Gaussian would be too
narrow, no smoothing would occur, but a Gaussian with a large width would smooth
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over useful timing information. Population performance was characterized with a
mean and standard deviation over 100 repetitions at a variety of Gaussian widths
with results shown in Figure 2.3. In general, performance peaked between 1 and 2 ms
for all populations which supports the use of a 1 ms Gaussian in all other analyses of
Section 2. These results support other studies which have found neurons to encode
information at a temporal resolution on the order of 1 ms [29,45].
2.2.2 Single Unit Stimulus Classification
An example unit from a young rat in response to VOT Noise stimuli is displayed
in figure 2.4. Raw data in the form of spike times per trial make up the raster
in figure 2.4A, and one set of corresponding histogram templates made from 19 of
the 20 repetitions of each stimulus are shown below in figure 2.4B. Repeating the
leave-one-out method for all 20 repetitions, the general output trend is displayed as
a colored CM in figure 2.4C. Colors represent the percent of actual presentations
of a VOT which were identified by the unit’s classifier as a particular one of the
possible predicted VOTs. As such, each row sums to 100% and is expected to skew
heavily toward the correct guess if a unit performs well. Visually, good performance
manifests as warm colors along the diagonal from upper left to bottom right. Poor
performance would approach a chance level of 25% in all regions of the CM and look
uniformly teal. This unit was 68.75% accurate as measured by the average of the four
correct diagonal components of the CM, close to the 75th percentile in terms of the
performance of all recorded units (shown in figure 2.7). Despite ranking among the
better performing units, the unit mistakes its output over 30% of the time. Very few
units perform with 90% accuracy or better, so unreliability is a widespread problem
in single-unit classification.
The CM in figure 2.4 is the result of the fixed-latency classifier. If time alignment
is varied to best correlation as described in Section 2.1.5, the sliding-fit CM of the
same example unit is shown in figure 2.5. Comparing figures 2.4 and 2.5, sliding fit
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Fig. 2.4. Example Unit Classifier. (A) Original spiking data displayed
as a raster from an example unit responding to VOT Noise stimuli.
Each mark represents a spike at the corresponding time in the cor-
responding trial. (B) Peri-stimulus time histogram templates created
from 19 of the 20 repetitions of each stimulus. (C) Confusion matrix
from 20 leave-one-out repetitions of the fixed-latency classifier for each
stimulus. Rows are the actual stimulus which elicited the spike train,
and the columns are the classifiers guess. Correct guesses are high
percentages along the diagonal.
is much less reliable, with only a 45% accuracy. This is above chance performance
of 25%, but worse than fixed latency. Pa40 is in fact misclassified as Ba0 more
often than it is correctly identified. The performance deficit introduced by sliding
fit was common trend across recorded units and manifested as the within-population
performance differences in figure 2.7. Allowing the trial and the template to slide
to best fit maximizes the correlation for each stimulus, but increasing correlation
has the less-intuitive effect of worsening classifier performance. This is in large part
because zero-lag is typically the best alignment for the correct stimulus but non-ideal
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Fig. 2.5. Example Unit Classifier with Sliding Fit. CM structure is
identical to figure 2.4 but dispaying results from sliding fit outputs to
the 20 repetitions.
for other stimuli which differ in onset time. Therefore, templates of the incorrect
stimuli are disproportionately aided by sliding fit compared to the correct template,
and the discriminable gap in correlation between correct and incorrect narrows.
As an example of poor performance, the same example unit is shown after ran-
domization of its spike times as described in Section 2.1.3. With the spikes evenly
scattered in time (figure 2.6A), there is a noticeable lack of temporal patterns by
which to distinguish the PSTHs in figure 2.6B, and this appears in the CM in figure
2.6C as the classifier struggles to match test trials to any particular stimulus tem-
plate. Although there are some fluctuations across the CM, there is no trend along
the diagonal, and the performance is at 25%. The fixed latency CM is shown, but
there was no difference with sliding fit as components of both CMs fluctuated around
chance level.
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Fig. 2.6. Example Unit with Randomized Time. The same unit as
in figures 2.4 and 2.5 is shown after randomization of its spike times.
All figure components are the same as in figure 2.4, and fixed-latency
results are shown.
To analyze the performance of individual units within and across populations, all
units were plotted in figure 2.7A according to their percent correct which was an
average of the 4 correct diagonal components of their CM trends. The total of all
units from all populations were combined and divided into 3 performance quantiles
whose boundaries are shaded in figure 2.7A. Figure 2.7B shows the percentage of each
population which fell within the 3 quantiles.
In terms of the spread of single unit performances, only the aged natural pop-
ulation was significantly different than all others by a bonferroni-adjusted repeated
measures ANOVA (p<0.05). In terms of how the populations fell among the three
performance quantiles, the differences in the distribution between young and aged
units were significant by a Chi-Squared test (p<0.05) for both VOT Noise and nat-
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Fig. 2.7. Single Unit Performances Across Populations. (A) Perfor-
mances of all units using fixed latency are plotted with mean and
standard deviation. Quantile thirds by performance of all recorded
units are shaded in grey. Chance level is indicated by the dotted black
line. (B) Colors indicate the proportion of each population which falls
in the respective quantiles.
ural stimuli. Young units appeared to more strongly populate the upper and middle
quantiles although this distinction was more subtle than the tendency for more units
responding to natural stimuli to perform in the lower quantile compared to noise-
responding units.
Units with characteristic frequencies less than 3 KHz usually were recorded for
both natural and VOT Noise stimuli. Figure 2.8 shows how these units differed in
performance to VOT Noise and natural stimuli with the fixed latency classifier. On
average, a carrier-dependent difference is visible for aged units but not for young
units. Neither were significant by a paired t-test (p = 0.906 for young and p = 0.216
for aged) particularly for the low number of aged units in this subset. Importantly,
some units have a distinct selectivity for one carrier over the other, with differences
up to 60 percentage points between carriers.
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Fig. 2.8. Single Unit Performances Across Carrier. Plotted are the
subsets of units from either age group for which both stimuli were
recorded. Gray lines connect fixed latency performances of the same
unit across the two carriers. The mean differences of each population
are shown in black.
2.2.3 Population Integration
All units in a given population were allowed to vote for one output per VOT
according to their trends as described in Section 2.1.6, and the consensus was deter-
mined as the highest-voted prediction for each VOT. Resulting CMs for the Young
VOT Noise population are shown in figures 2.9, and all population results are com-
pared in figure 2.10. Despite dissenting units in the population, the integrator achieves
100% accuracy for the fixed latency classifier among young units responding to VOT
Noise stimuli. With sliding fit, the consensus of the same population voting is visibly
degraded in figure 2.9, but the integrator achieves an accuracy of 85.25%.
All populations were different across age and carrier in terms of voting accuracy
according to a Bonferroni-adjusted ANOVA test for multiple comparisons (p<0.05).
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Fig. 2.9. Population of Young VOT Noise Responses. The upper
row of CMs is the fixed latency result while the lower row is sliding
fit. The left column CMs depict the percent of units voting for each
prediction, averaged over 100 repetitions of the test. The right column
CMs depict the trend of the integrator output over the same 100 tests.
Despite these statistical significances with a large number of test repetitions, the
distributions overlap so much that it is difficult to say, for example, that any given
single test of a young population responding to VOT Noise stimuli would be likely to
outperform another single test of the aged population to the same stimuli (comparing
the two leftmost red distributions in figure 2.10). It is therefore debatable whether
it is fair to say Young VOT Noise units perform better than Aged VOT Noise units
even with ANOVA significances.
Borrowing a Gaussian discriminability metric from signal detection theory, d’ is
the difference in means divided by the average standard deviation of two normal
distributions [46]. It could be used to decide whether the distributions overlap in
a confounding way. This is not a metric typically used as a significance test but is
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Fig. 2.10. Comparison Across Population Performances. Results of all
populations of age and carrier are shown. Fixed latency (red circles)
and sliding fit (blue triangles) classification methods are contrasted
for each population. Voting accuracy was measured as the sum of
the CM diagonal for a given single test. 100 repetitions of the test
are shown with mean and standard deviations. Above the graph are
the accuracies of the integrator output based on the 100 tests below,
following the same color convention.
of relevance in that it gives more information than a difference-of-means test in this
case. A d’ value of 2 means that the difference in means is twice the average standard
deviation of the two normal distributions. Essentially, neither mean falls within the
other’s standard deviation, and the two compared groups can be considered to have
easily-separable distributions. Each of the results in figure 2.10 pass a Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test for normality, so the means and standard deviations are valid. Pairwise
cross-age comparisons show that only fixed latency Natural responses have a d’ greater
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than 2. Each of the other age comparisons which pass the ANOVA fail the d’ test.
However, all cross-carrier comparisons pass the d’ test with values greater than 2.
2.2.4 Number of Units
Conclusions have been drawn between young and aged units as well as units re-
sponding to natural and noise-carrier stimuli, which require comparing populations of
different size. It could be assumed that smaller populations would be more vulnerable
to the stochastic results of individual units in a single poll while larger populations
would be stabilized. To test the validity of this assumption on these data, a spectrum
of population sizes were drawn from a combined population of all units regardless
of stimulus carrier or age. For each population size, a sample of units was drawn
randomly from the total and tested in a single poll. The test was repeated 100 times,
each time with a new random sample of units, to find the mean and standard devi-
ation of performance. To determine how variation depended on the general range of
performance in a given population, this test was conducted including either all units,
or upper, middle, or third quantile subsets of all units.
In figure 2.11, performance variation decreased as population size increased but the
mean performance did not vary with size, regardless of the population’s performance
range. Therefore, it is fair to draw conclusions about relative mean performance
even between populations differing largely in number of units available for analysis,
so long as enough repetitions of all tests are conducted to be confident in the mean.
Integrator accuracy does, however depend on population size. It is shown as the top
line in figure 2.11 without error bounds because it is a single percent correct out of
the 100 repetitions, rather than a mean of repetitions with an associated standard
deviation. As the population size increases, the integrator becomes more reliable even
as the mean voting consensus stays the same. This is because single tests with low
voting consensus can lead to a false integrator result. When the variance is high as
is the case with small population sizes, some tests are sufficiently low to disrupt the
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Fig. 2.11. Performance Variation by Population Size. Single-poll pop-
ulation results are plotted in terms of voting consensus as mean and
standard deviation from 100 random subsets of the given population
size. Subsets were either taken from all units (in black) or 3 quantiles
(in grey). The top line plots the integrator accuracy determined as
the percent of correct outputs from the 100 All-Units tests.
integrator. But as size increases and variance decreases around an identical mean,
fewer individual tests are low in consensus, and the total percent correct over all tests
increases to near 100%.
The integrator performance in figure 2.11 results from subsets taken from all
recorded units. To address the possibility that not all IC units are engaged in the
task of discriminating VOT stimuli, figure 2.12 depicts how the trend improves as
lower thirds of the units are excluded from population trials. When units are drawn
only from the upper third, the integrator with 5 inputs performs as well as the all-units
integrator does with 20 inputs. The upper third reaches 100% integrator performance
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Fig. 2.12. Integrator Performance as a Function of Population Size
Drawn from Performance Quantiles. Plotted are the percent correct
across 100 repetitions of the population integration result. The lower
trace in light grey here corresponds to the upper trace in figure 2.11
resulting from a population integration of all recorded units in re-
sponse to VOT Noise stimuli. Darker traces depict the same curve as
units in the poorer performing thirds are removed from the analysis.
at 20 input units, which is far fewer than the upper two thirds or all units which require
more than 50 and 90, respectively.
2.3 Discussion
Correlating incoming unknown spike trains to known templates is an effective
method of discriminating complex speech stimuli as shown here for variations in
VOT. However, even among the best performing units, output reliability is an issue
on single trials. With a chance level of 25%, a unit may carry information performing
better than chance while still giving an incorrect output more than half of the time.
Simulating downstream convergence in the auditory pathway, outputs were combined
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assuming an integrator which would output according to the highest vote among its
inputs. Population combination has been shown analytically to reduce error [24,37,38]
and this particular operation has been shown physiologically to occur in other neural
circuits when the temporal pattern of an output resembles the largest agreeing subset
of its inputs. [39,40]
VOT Noise produced robust unit responses which performed better than the nat-
ural stimuli. In terms of single-unit performances, age differences were only seen in
natural but not VOT Noise stimuli. Interestingly, all cross-age comparisons were
significant at the population vote level according to a Bonferroni-adjusted ANOVA
test for multiple comparisons, but the VOT Noise age difference did not pass a test
for discriminability of the distributions. Although the d’ discrimination metric is not
conventionally used as a statistical test in this manner, it is of interest to contrast its
implications with the ANOVA result. There is a statistically significant difference of
means, but the overlap of the distributions, quantified by d’, suggests that a difference
is not likely to ensure that a given test from the aged population will perform worse
than a given test from the young.
At both the single unit and population vote levels, age differences were strong
for the natural stimuli but weak or not present for VOT Noise. It seems that the
aged IC units have not lost their ability to process the noise stimuli, however units
in the same aged animals had lost their ability to process the natural stimuli. This
could be due to the noise spectrum robustly driving the units in a paradigm which
was perceptually easy due to its broad spectral excitation across CFs compared to
the natural carrier which would be on the edge of the perceptual range, even though
units were intentionally selected such that they had characteristic frequencies less
than 3 kHz. Finding age-related impairments in processing difficult situations which
do not appear in easy paradigms is consistent with the phenomenon of hidden hearing
loss [17].
To address the realistic situation in which a unit is not aware of a global time
point by which to align new spike trains to its template, a sliding fit modification
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of the classifier was introduced. Sliding fit consistently underperformed fixed latency
because sliding the incorrect VOT templates to a better fit decreased the discriminable
gap in correlation. Nonetheless, sliding fit population integration was able to rescue
the performance to high level, at least for the young units and the robust VOT Noise
responses. Latency cues can be very helpful in discriminating consonant onsets, if
the neuron is able to leverage that information. Potential sources of a reference time
point are threshold measures of activity. For instance, the test and template PSTHs
could be aligned when they cross a threshold set just above spontaneous activity.
Simultaneous to spiking data, local field potentials (LFP) were collected. Another
possible global time point by which to align the trains would be the N1 negative peak
of the LFP. This would be an indication of a significant net flow of charge signaling
the start of the trial from the perspective of the unit.
The classifier proposed in this section has been shown to discriminate VOT reliably
at a population level. Performance was still better than chance for most populations
when trial and template alignment was made arbitrary with the sliding fit method.
This method was employed because a neuron will appear, from the viewpoint of its
target, to indicate a stimulus whenever it best fits its template, regardless of the
global time relative to the start of the trial. Section 3.6 details how to truly extend
this idea across time. A continuous-time identifier-classifier will be proposed as an
extension of this work.
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3. ALTERNATIVE ANALYSIS METHODS
Many options were explored in search of a classification method to discriminate VOT
stimuli in IC responses. Section 2 presents a clear story of the method which was
determined to be best in terms of accuracy, simplicity, and relevance to possible
physiological computation abilities. In this chapter, alternative methods and future
directions will be presented to more thoroughly document the breadth of analysis
options and how to expand upon the model proposed.
3.1 Stimulus Response Type
Because the stimuli were dynamic in time, neurons generally responded distinctly
to different time regions. We hypothesized that VOT discrimination performance of
single neurons would vary according to which region elicited strong responses. Thus,
neurons were classified into one of 5 groups indicating the time during which the
response differed significantly from spontaneous rate. Significance was determined if
the activity (spikes/sec) during a particular period exceeded three times the sponta-
neous activity in the 200ms before stimulus onset. The groups were Consonant-Only,
Vowel-Only, Mixed, Transition-Only, and Non-Significant, whose boundaries were
chosen based on stimulus onset and offset, the consonant-vowel transition, and en-
ergy peaks shared by all stimuli. With the stimulus presented between 0.2 and 0.5s
of the paradigm, boundary points were 0.2, 0.28, 0.325, and 0.5s. Spontaneous ac-
tivity was quantified in the preceding 200ms. Consonant-Only units had significance
between 0.2 and 0.325s and Vowel-Only between 0.28 and 0.5s. The overlap time
between 0.28 and 0.325s was a period of highest acoustic energy and was termed the
transition region. Units which responded during this time but neither before or after
were termed the Transition-Only. Units which responded throughout the entirety of
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stimulus duration (0.2-0.5s) were termed Mixed responders, and units whose activity
never exceeded significance were termed Non-Significant. Non-Significant responder
units were included in analysis because significance was based on rate alone and did
not rule out the contribution of temporal patterns to discrimination performance.
Fig. 3.1. Response Type Distributions. Each column is an age and
carrier population. Colors represent the percentage of that population
categorized as each of the stimulus response types. Categorical distri-
butions are significant by Chi Square (p<0.05 for cross-age pairwise
and all-inclusive comparisons)
For natural stimuli, young units more significantly responded to the beginning of
the stimuli, seen as the higher percentages of consonant and mixed responders. Aged
units skewed instead toward vowel-only responses. This difference did not appear for
VOT Noise stimuli, however, and both young and aged populations were made up of a
majority of mixed-responders followed by a strong subset of consonant responders and
a negligible amount of vowel and transition-only responders. For both natural and
VOT Noise, there was a significant increase in nonresponsive units. It is important to
note that units were only declared nonresponsive in terms of a spike count measure of
activity. They may indeed carry VOT-related information in their temporal patterns
even as spike count does not increase above spontaneous levels.
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3.2 Categorization
A variety of studies have shown humans to perceive VOT continua as categorical
for speech perception [32,33,47] with some dissent [31]. It has been debated whether
categorization is innate to primary auditory encoding mechanisms or whether it is a
learned top-down modification based on language experience [33]. As the VOT stimuli
have no prior communicative relevance to the animals in this study, it is of interest
whether the units uniquely represent all 4 VOTs or if there is a similar categorization
of Bas and Pas. In the 4-category classifier developed here, a categorization would
reveal itself as mistakes within but not across the /ba/-/pa/ boundary. Quadrants of
the 4 by 4 CMs were combined into a 2 by 2 CM. In other words, all presentations of
Ba0 and Ba20 were joined together, and both sets of correct identifications along with
any misclassifications of either as the other were summed into a single number while
misclassifications of both as either Pa40 or Pa60 were similarly summed together.
The Pa40 and Pa60 rows were combined in the same manner. It is important to note
that is a modification of the results from the 4-VOT classifier, not a new result from
a 2-VOT version of the classifier.
If categorization is not present, the mistaken predictions would be evenly dis-
tributed between the other 3 VOTs on average. Summing the quadrants as stated
above would increase the performance by 1/3 of the original performance deficit if this
is the case simply because there are fewer incorrect predictions. To conclude evidence
for categorization, the average performance increase must exceed this 1/3-of-incorrect
benchmark. Over the 100 repetitions of each age and carrier population, summing
the CM quadrants improved the performance by more than the 1/3 benchmark, so
there is evidence of innate categorization in these data. Further investigation would
require combining the data into 2 VOTs rather than 4 before forming the templates
and running the entire classification algorithm with only 2 options.
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3.3 Spike Distance Metric
One way to determine whether neural units have distinct representations for dif-
ferent stimuli is to measure the degree of similarity between spike trains elicited by
the same or different stimuli. A common metric quantifies the distance between two
spike trains as the cost associated with moving the spikes in one to match the other,
adding and deleting as necessary [48]. For this work, a movement cost of 100/sec and
1 per addition/deletion were chosen. This pair essentially allows spike movements
of up to 20ms before it is more advantageous to delete a spike and add it back at
the target time. Changing the cost relationship determines temporal precision in this
way. A movement cost which is too high would delete all spikes in the original train
and add to match all spikes in the target train. This always returns a total cost
equal to the sum of the spike counts, assuming a fixed addition/deletion cost of 1.
Conversely, a movement cost too low would move all possible spikes at a negligible
cost compared to the addition or deletion of extras between the target and original
train. This always returns a cost equal to the difference in spike counts. The sum
and difference are the upper and lower bounds which this method can return for any
given set of spike trains, and a proper movement cost will return results covering the
widest range between those bounds, depending on the similarity of the spike trains.
Systematic investigation revealed costs of 50-100ms to be ideal for these IC VOT
data.
Distance metric results are shown in figure 3.2. Variability is high relative to the
difference in means which makes this distance metric difficult to discriminate these
data. The variability remains high even when the distances are normalized a variety
of ways, including normalizing the difference and sum of spike counts to be 0 and 1,
respectively, on a pair-by-pair basis as the bounds described above. If the costs had
been grouped significantly lower within unit and stimulus compared to within unit
and across stimulus, the hypothesized classifier would be able to calculate the distance
of an unknown spike train to a representative spike train from each of the 4 VOTs,
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Fig. 3.2. Spike Distance Metric Results. Spike train pairs are com-
pared within and across unit and stimulus. Distance is unitless and
dependent on the movement costs, held constant at 100/sec and 1 per
addition or deletion. For each condition, 100 pairings of the available
trains are selected and the mean of the 100 costs are plotted as a
grey +. This is repeated for all units, and the overall mean is shown
by a black circle. Significances are indicated by black bars and were
determined according to a Wilcoxon Rank-Sum test (p<0.05).
and the lowest cost would be the output. Such a distinction is not apparent among
the observed variance in costs. However, there is a significant difference between the
within-unit, regardless of stimulus, and across-unit results in 3 of the 4 populations.
From this it can be concluded that different units respond more differently to the same
stimulus than individual units do to different stimuli. Therefore it is unlikely that
the population agrees on a single template for each VOT. This conclusion motivated
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the approach of developing a single-unit classifier which can differ for all units before
population integration.
It was unexpected that the aged population had lower across-unit responses for
natural stimuli. This suggests an increase in redundancy among aged units for these
stimuli in contrast to more heterogeneous responses to the noise stimuli or among
young units. The spike distance metric requires an alignment in time to compare two
spike trains, similar to the fixed latency method in Chapter 2. An analogue to sliding
fit could be implemented if the spike distance were computed at all relative lags of
the two trains, but the cost adjustment made by picking a more-favorable lag on a
pair-by-pair basis would be small compared to the variability of cost magnitude from
one pair to another and thus would be unlikely to improve the distance metric results
enough to replace the classifier in Chapter 2.
3.4 Wavelet-Information
Recent work has combined the powers of information theory and wavelet-decomposition
to better investigate whether precise spike timing carries meaningful information for
stimulus discrimination [49]. This powerful method is capable of quantifying infor-
mation at multiple time resolutions across a neural response, and Lopes-dos-Santos
et al.’s method will be described in brief as it relates to the data in this thesis. The
response is divided into wavelets of a particular size; each wavelet giving a windowed
view of the spikes at only that time. Within that window, the mutual information
is calculated between the classes (4 VOT, in this case). The process is repeated for
all wavelets of progressively larger sizes, and the 25 wavelets with the highest mu-
tual information are indicated as significant. An example of its use on data from a
robustly-responding unit is shown in figure 3.3.
The major benefit of wavelet-information analysis is the ability to see relevant
timing on multiple scales. This is evident in figure 3.3 by wavelets of multiple sizes
appearing at the same time in the lower panel. One drawback to this method is
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Fig. 3.3. Wavelet-Information Analysis of an Example Unit. Spiking
data is shown in the form of a raster above. Below, wavelets de-
termined significant by Lopes-dos-Santos et al. (2015)s method are
plotted at their corresponding times below. Wavelet decomposition
was performed by filtering, so the last scale, 16ms, has two compo-
nents, the high pass and low pass, marked 16H and 16L, respectively.
that it relies on absolute time alignment of all trials across VOT, not just alignment
of single trials to a template which could be addressed with sliding fit in previous
sections. This method gave good discrimination performance, but the most helpful
wavelets were in the time between the respective onsets of Ba0 and Pa60. Without
some global time marker consistent across VOT, a neuron would not be able to know
whether the stimulus began early enough to be a Ba0 or late enough to be a Pa60.
However, this method is promising for analyses of responses to other stimuli in which
onset time is not a factor.
3.5 Bayesian Feature Analysis
The classifier in Chapter 2 computes the cross-correlation coefficient which con-
siders the amplitude of the continuous PSTH waveforms at all points in time. One
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could imagine a more condensed form of the information in terms of extracted fea-
tures. Mutual information in certain wavelets or the spike distance metric, both
discussed previously, are examples of such a conversion of the numerous time points
into fewer features which carry distilled discriminable information. Other features
were extracted in the search for a VOT classifier which were ultimately not chosen
but could be of relevance to discrimination of other neural data.
One such option was to identify the salient peaks and valleys in the PSTHs and
compute their relative spacing and amplitudes. This was promising because it aligns
well with how the experimenter visually dissects the graphs when comparing two
different PSTHs. To use these to discriminate, the ordered features pulled from one
sample comparison must be directly analogous to the ordered features pulled from any
other sample comparison, which becomes complicated when PSTHs differ in number
of peaks. An extra or missing peak could throw off the order of all subsequent peak-
to-peak features in the Bayesian analysis, i.e. the first two peaks in one PSTH may
appear as the second and third peaks in another sample of the same VOT or may have
no analogue at all in another VOT. Future analyses would need to find a generalizable
form of such features to properly implement them.
Another option of feature extraction is inter-spike-interval (ISI). ISIs have the
benefit over PSTH peaks and valleys because ISIs can be computed on single trials
rather than large groups of trials. They also avoid the problem of time alignment
between trials which has required addressing in every other method in this work. For
a specific temporal representation of a stimulus, ISIs could be compared in order,
however this creates the problem of becoming vulnerable to extra or missing spikes
just as extra or missing peaks discussed above. A solution is to create ISI histograms.
ISI histograms are particularly useful for changes in periodic stimuli because their
intervals will tend to match the periodicity of the stimulus. Because our VOT stimuli
all share the same periodicity, differing only in onset and because relatively few of
our units phase locked to the period, ISI histograms were not ideal for IC VOT
application.
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In brief, Bayesian analysis is a simple statistical model which characterizes training
samples by features or measurements in an arbitrary number of dimensions [50]. The
distribution of each feature dimension for each class is estimated as a probability
density function. Test data points are represented by a new set of values in the feature
space, and they have an associated probability of belonging to the distributions of
either class. The most-likely class is assigned to the test point with the added benefit
of knowing the relative probabilities of coming from each of the unchosen classes as
well. Inherently, even the cross-correlation is an extracted Bayesian feature itself with
the MAX operation characterizing the pairwise differences between VOT correlation
coefficients as positive or negatively distributed. Physiological evidence of Bayesian
computation in neural circuits has been found as well [51].
3.6 Continuous Time Implementation
In Chapter 2, sliding fit classification varied temporal alignment between tem-
plates and single-trial responses to more realistically mimic neurons listening across
time. However, the classifier was constrained to perform on a trial-by-trial basis.
The bounds of consideration were clearly defined and it was given that one stimulus
was presented. The ability to slide response time across templates opens the door to
continuous-time implementation. In this section, plans will be detailed to turn the
proposed classifier model into a detector-classifier capable of processing responses of
arbitrary length containing multiple stimulus presentations amid periods of silence.
In this model, a unit’s templates would be predetermined from independent trial
presentations of known stimuli. At small time steps, all four templates would be
applied to the nearest 300ms of the stimulus and the cross-correlation coefficient cal-
culated and compared as in Chapter 2. An additional output option would be no
VOT stimulus detected. This could occur if none of the 4 coefficients were higher
than a threshold set by correlation with known random or spontaneous spike trains.
Therefore each unit would have an output single guess at every point in time, shown
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Fig. 3.4. Continuous-Time Detector and Classifier. The implementa-
tion proceeds from top to bottom, beginning with the stimulus pre-
sentation. An arbitrary number of units may monitor their responses
simultaneously and give an output of the most likely VOT, or a null,
at all time points. The votes would be tallied across N units at every
time point, and the highest vote would be the output of the integrator.
Under ideal performance, the output mirrors the stimulus in time.
as a series of 0 through 4 in figure 3.4. Multiple units would contribute their output
guesses for the same time series, and votes for each of the 5 options would be tallied
across the population. The highest vote at each point would form a decision series
made by a hypothetical integrator unit. If the population were reliable despite in-
dividual unit variation, then the integrator output would have periods of consistent
output which mirror the initial stimulus as show from top to bottom in figure 3.4.
To realize this end goal, future experiments will aim to record more than 20
repetitions of each stimulus. For single-trial analysis, a leave-one-out method was
employed in Section 2. However, this continuous-time implementation would require
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a complete training set of trials to form the templates and an equally complete set
of testing trials over which to use those templates. This population continuous-time
identification and classification algorithm could be employed to any set of stimuli and
neural location in which specific temporal patterns distinguish the classes.
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4. CONCLUSION
This work has proposed a model for information processing in IC units and their com-
mon targets utilizing differences in VOT. Human speech tokens ranging from /ba/
to /pa/ in VOT were used [35] as natural stimuli as well as versions in which the
speech envelope was imposed on broadband noise to elicit more robust responses in
the rat auditory system. Utilizing juxtacellular recordings from anesthetized young
adult and aged male rats, single-unit classifiers were constructed and contributed to
a population integration which efficiently reduced output stochasticity. Generally,
single-unit recordings isolated individual neurons via spike sorting but may contain
multiple neurons with indistinguishable spike waveforms in a single unit. The cho-
sen classification algorithm is detailed in Chapter 2, while alternative methods and
important extensions of the algorithm are discussed in Chapter 3.
Single units were classified by cross-correlating the PSTH waveform of a single
test trial to template PSTHs of the 4 VOTs in a leave-one-out method of template
formation. Performance of single units varied widely across the populations, but
aged units responding to natural VOTs were significantly poorer performers than
young or VOT Noise populations as seen in figure 2.7. Interestingly, there was no
difference found between age groups for the VOT Noise stimulus. In general, single
units performed above chance but made many mistakes on a trial-by-trial basis. Even
units performing in the top third of all recorded units had accuracies as low as 55%
(chance level is 25% for 4 VOTs).
Chapter 2 demonstrated that population integration of the often-inaccurate single
unit outputs could stabilize a reliable result even for a single trial presentation. To
simulate this, every unit was allowed one vote per VOT according to the prediction
probabilities in its CM. For VOT Noise stimuli, regardless of age, integrator accuracy
was 100% on every repetition of the test. Although there was a statistical difference
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in the population voting consensus between young and aged units for VOT Noise
stimuli, this difference is only noticeable after averaging over many repetitions. At
a single-test level, the two populations are not discriminably different according to
the signal detection theory metric d’ and do not perform differently at the integrator
output level. This mirrors the single unit results in which a lack of age difference was
found for VOT Noise stimuli. As in the single unit results, there is an age difference
for natural VOTs at the population level, with aged units performing much closer to
chance level, even at the integrator output.
A caveat of most methods explored here is that some form of absolute time refer-
ence was necessary to compare different spike trains. Acknowledging that units may
not have access to such a reference point, the classifier was modified to make com-
parisons at all relative positive and negative lags between the two trains and selected
the most-optimal alignment for each VOT before making a comparison. This was
called sliding fit and was contrasted with the original alignment results referred to as
fixed latency. Sliding fit nearly always performed worse than fixed latency because
the allowance of optimal alignment aided incorrect VOTs more than correct VOTs
in which alignment was already near optimal without sliding. Despite poorer perfor-
mance at a single unit level, the population integration method was able to rescue
the performance on a majority of the test repetitions.
In Chapter 3, the idea of sliding fit was extended in a proposal to slide all 4
templates across continuous time vectors containing multiple stimulus presentations
and periods of silence. With an added classifier output option of none-of-the-above,
this method turns into both an identifier and a classifier across time. The continuous
time implementation is hypothesized to be most like the real-time computations and
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